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.:.ricle, the socio-economic analysis of the S,4M multiplier, and itsJlexibiliry'

'.):rct to the aggregate Keynesian multiplier, extencled Keynesian multiplier,
, . :''-r production multiplier and Miyazawa's comhined multiplier will be briefit,
. ..i Thereafter, we highlight the methodolog,, of SAM in terms of endogenous

.. :.:: )genous accounts v,ith emphasis on the twct main approaches oJ'SAM
' ...ter; accounting and fixed price multiplier Matrices. With reference to the

.-.:ttliry* of the lranian data, we obset'ved that, dtte to lack o/'information, the

..; r,rice multiplier could not be used, ond therefore, the accottnting price
.:iier has been appliedfor socio and economic anolysis. Secctndly, the original

' ': ,l the 1996 SAM is available in tenns of c:ommodity x industry and indttstry x
. .:,todity tnatrices. For our analytical purposes, it is thereJbre reqtrired that these

.,.,::es shottld be converted into /inal matrix either by industr-v technolog,, and
. ',:nodity technolog,t assumptions in the SAM. The final results which for the.first

-,:-: reveal the socio-economic aspects of the lranian economr in a consistent way,

...i be presented and analysed in three separate sections as follows: matrix
'..;iriplier for production, matrix miltiplier for factor of production, and matrix
-.ultiplier for domestic institutions. The results of these matrices have been

.iecomposed and analysed in terms of initial fficts, truncated closed loop fficts,
titer effects and closed loop effects.
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Multiplier Analysis itt the Frumework ef ...

l.Introduction
In the aggregate Keynesian Model, the economy is considered to be an
aggregate producer and an aggregate consllmer. Therel'ore. its consulnptiou
multiplier gives the aggregate income distribLrlion (". Kaldc,r. Pasenetti and
Kalecki. on the basis of the class division of Karl Marx, extended the single
producer and single consumer of Keynes into a single producer and two
cousllmers (Labours and Capitalists), which later on came to be knorvn as

extendecl post Keynesian models 
('). As major data requirelrents for both the

models come from aggregate national accounts, simultaneous socio-
economic analysis of structure of production and incorrre distribLrtion are
beyond the scope of these models. This is one of the limitations of these
models.

Structure of production and its matrix multiplier do play an important role
in the many producer and single consumer of'Leontiel-s rnoclel. Lcontief
assulres households as an exogenous variable. Therefore, simultaneous
socio-ecortomic analysis of structure of production and inconte distribution
cannot be deril,ed froln his rnoclel 

(r).

In order to quantitatively arralyse the structure of production and income
distribution at the sectoral level in a consistent framervork, one needs to
combine the extended macro closure with l-eontiefls model. This is what
Miyazawa has done. The matrix mLrltiplier derived fi"orn Mil,azaw,a's
con-rbined model, reveals directly and indirectly stntcture of productiorr and
incorle distribution. at least for tr,vo classes (laboLrrers ancl capitalists) of the
society. As compared to the matrix rnLrltiplier of social accounting,
Miyazawa's multiplier does not have sufficient flexibility with respect to
cornprehensive disaggregation of socio-ec<lnornic groups of incorne-
expenditure of households. This is one of the Iimitations of the Miyazawa's
model (a).

In the SAM, it is possible to comprehensively disaggregate accounts and
sub-accounts of different socio-economic groups of household sector along
r'vith the other accclunts in a consistent fonnat within a rnatrix fi'arnew,ork. As
compared to the former mr-rltipliers, such a disaggregatior.r gives rnore
flavour to flexibity of the SAM multiplier to analyse the socio-econornic
aspects of society (5).

In this paper, lve attempt to briefly preseltt the analytical aspects of SAM
with special err-rphasis on the fLrnctioning of its nrultiplier in tlte econorny,
and, also, to apply it forthe lranian econom\/. Forthis purpose. the contents
of tliis arlicle, are organized as follous:
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In Section 2, the methodology of SAM with special reference to two
approaches: average coefficients of Stone-Pyatt-Round, and marginal
coefficients ofThorbecke are presented. The nature and organization ofdata
is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, the socio-economic analysis of the

results is given.
The summary and conclusions constitute the last section of this article.

2. Methodology of SAM
In order to understand the basic structure of a SAM and its fLrnction in the

economy, the appropriate way is to organize all accounts in a consolidated
endogenous and exogenous accounts in a matrix framework. Table 1, shows

the structure of a consolidated SAM.

Table -1. Structure of SAM in Terms of Endogenous and Exogenous Accounts

The above table sets out a Social Accounting Matrix in terms of endogenous

accounts and exogenous accounts. The accounts are interlinked in four
regions, denoted by I, II, iII, and IV (6). In reading this tabie, it is imporlant
to keep in mind the convention that entries are to be read as receipts for the

row accounts, in which they are located, and expenditure or outlays for their
column account. The SAM is square because each account has both receipts
and expenditure; and the row and column sums for a given accounted for an

outlay of one type must be equal to its corresponding receipts. In the SAM,
endogenous accounts consists of production accounts, factor of production
accounts and domestic institutional curent accounts. The remaining
accounts such as government current account, capital account, the rest ofthe
world account, indirect taxes and subsidies are taken to be exogenous
accounts.

In Table 1, N in region I, is a square matrix which shows all the current
transactions among all the endogenous sub-accounts (production, factor of
production and domestic institutions).
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Multiplier Ansb)sis in the Frqmework of ...

Ne = n, and e denotes a unit row vector. Therefore,
n = Vector row sums of N.
N = [N,:] and ij : 1,2,3
X = matrix of injections from exogenous
endogenous accounts in Region I.
Xe = x: Vector of row sums of X, and
x:[xi],i:1,2,3
Yd" = [ydi] shows the sum of incomes of all endogenous accounts.
L: matrix of leakages from endogenous accounts in Region III
exogenous accounts in Region I.
e'L: l= vector of colum sum of l.
R : matrix of SAM transaction between exogenous accounts in Region IV.
This matrix is considered to be a residual matrix where in its element shows
the balance of trade, government savings, and the current account deficit on
the balance of payments.
Y'd" : [y'l denotes the column sum of expenditure of all endogenous
accounts.
Y* and Y'* reveal sum of income and expenditure of exogenous accounts
respectively.
on the basis of rable I and taking into account the above explanation, this
table can be presented with more disaggregated accounts.
In Table 2, the exogenous accounts have been combined together, and the
sum of exogenous injection is also consolidated into one vector (hence x;,
i : l, 2, 3 represents the sum of injections from abroad, investment and
government expenditures affecting i).
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Likewise, l,'s represents the corresponding leakages. Thus, the above

simplified and truncated SAM consolidates all erogenolrs transactiotts and

corresponding leakages and focuses exclusit'e11 on tl-re endogenous

transactions and transformations. Five endogenous transactions and

transformation appear in l'able 2.Nrr sho*s tlte intermediate input

requirements (i.e., the input/output transactions), Nt: reflects the

expenditure pattern of the various institutions including the different
hoLrsehold groups on the commodity (equivalent to production activities)
rvhich they consume. Nzr is the matrix which allocates the value added

generated by the various production activities into income accruing to the

various factors of production. N32 reflects the mapping of the factorial
income distribution into household income distribution (by household

Table -2. The Disaggregate Accounts of SAM in Terms of Endogenous and
ous Accounts
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groups). Finally, N33 gives the inter-institutional transfers among different
type of households or between companies and households'

On the basis of Table 2, and balance production equation of the

conventional Leontief, the balance combined prodgction - incomes (i.e.,

factor ofproduction and institutions) equation for three endogenous accounts

can be expressed as

Ydr 
:n*\

WhereN": I N, and Ne=n
j

Equation (1) shows that the total income of endogenous accounts (yd1)

equals to sum of incomes of transactions of endogenous accoLlnts (n) and

incomes received from exogenous accounts as injections (x1)'

In order to apply the equation (1) to socio economic anlayses, we need to

understand the role of matrix mLrltiplier which can be derived from this

equation.
The existing literature, provides us with two kinds of matrix multipliers.

One is accounting price ar,d the other is fixed price. The coefficients matrix

used in the former are all in average terms, whereas in the latter, at least in

the case of household consumption, are in margirral terms.

2-1. Accounting Price Multiplier
For analy.tical purpose, the endogenous part of the transaction matrix itl

Table 2, is convefted into the corresponding matrix of average expenditure

propensities. This can be obtained simply by dividing a particular element in

any of the endogenous accounts by the sum total of expenditure for the

.oir-,*n account in which the element occurs 
(').

These coefficients are obtained as follows.
B : Nyd-'
N=Byd
From equati on (2), the matrix of average expenditure propensities is

877: matrix of average expenditure propensities of Leontief s input-output

837 : matrix of average expenditure propensities of households

827 = matrix of average expenditure income of prodr"rction factor

832 : Inatrix of average income of domestic institutions

44
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B.r.r : matrix of average current transaction betu,een dontestic instittrtions
SLrbstituting equation (2) in equation ( l). gives the fbllorving equation.
yd: Byd + i (3)

Which states that row sums of endogenous accoultts can be obtainecl by
rnLrltiplying the average expenditure propensities lor each rorv by the

corresponding columtt sttm and adding exogert()tls ittcotne x.

EqLration (3) can be rer,vritten as tbllou':

yn =(I-B)-'*=Mbx (4)

lir eqr.ration (1), (I-B[t represents the accounting price multiplier because it
;rplains the results obtained in a SAM and trot the process by lvhich they are

:enerated. [n order to use (l-B)t matrix for socio-econontic analvsis. rve

:reed two assumptior-ls:
.-There exists excess capacity rvhicli would allow all prices to retnailt
:r-)ustant and that erpenditure propensities of endogeno[s accoultts retnaitt
: rrttstant (8).

i-The production technology and resollrce endomettts in a specific period

,',:e given (').

-\s these assunrptions ma1'Iirnit the flexibilities of the rnatrix niLrltiplier of
'-iii! for socio and economic analyses, it can reveal the comprehensive

:rcture of the economic struclure as compared tc'r the other multipliers(1(').
. i',r- nratrix of (l-Blt has many advantages. One of thent is that it catt be

.;,'olnposed. For this purpose. it is assumed tlrat lol itnl tttalrir lJ t,f the

,.rrne size as B ancl such that (f _ E)-' exists. Thercfore. florn eqLration (3),

n.e can write

)'' =Byn -Ey'+Eyd +x

:! -Eyo = Byo -Eyo + x

= (I -E)-'(r -E)y'+ (/ - E)-'*
B.=(I-E),(B-E)
Substituting .8. in equation (5), we get

)'' =B*yo +(/-E)-'*
\tultiplying throughout by B. and substituting for

side of equation (6), now gives

)o = B*'yo + (1 + B. + 8"2)(I - E)-t *
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Similarly, multiplying both sides (6) by B*2 and substituting for 8.2 yd and

substituting for 8.2 yd in (7), we get

yo -(I -8.')-'(I+8. +B.2y1I -F)-'x=Mbx
Mb = M4Mb2Mb1

and

Mbr=(I-B.t)' , Mbr=(I+8.+8.')-' , Mbr=(I-E)4
Therefore, it is shown that the multipliers contained in matrix Mb can be
decomposed into component parts which reflect the contribution of the
various mechanisms which result from the interrelationships that exit
between the endogenous accounts.
Submatrix Mblhas been termed as the multiplier matrix with "own direct"
or "transfer effects" (ll).

These multipliers show how an exogenous injection into a specific set of the
endogenous accounts, due to the endogenous variables that make up this set
of accounts. The multipliers contained in Mb2 have been called "cross
effects" or "open loop" multiplier, and capture the interactions among and
between the sets of endogenous accounts. Finally the multipliers in .416,r have
been called "closed loop" or "circular" multipliers and show how an
exogenous change in the economy will result in endogenous demand which
circulates back to increase income beyond the size of initial change 

('2).

In order to facilitate the presentation of the empirical results, the
decomposed accounting multiplier matrix Mb can be converted into four
additive components as follows:
Mb = I + (Mb, - I) + (Mbr- I)Mbl+ (Mb, - I)Mb2Mbt (9)

The first term in equation (9) is the initial exogenous injection into the
endogenous accounts, the second term is the net contribution of transfer
multiplier effects, the third term is the net contribution of open loop effects
and the fourth is the closed loop multiplier effects 

(r3).

2-2. Fixed Price Multiplier
One limitation of the accounting multiplier matrix Mb, as derived in
equation (4), is that it implies unitary expenditure elasticities as shown in B,
and assumes that average propensities to expenditure are equal to marginal
propensities to expenditure.
While this assumption may be defensible for all other elements of matrix B,
it is certainly unrealistic for the expenditure pattern of the household groups
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(B13), because the propagation process derived from it, overestimates the
economy. A more realistic alternative is to specifi a matrix of marginal
expenditure propensities (C below) corresponding to the observed income
and expenditure elasticities of the different agents, under the assumption that
prices remained fixed (14). In this case, matrix C forrnally differs from matrix
B in the following way: C11:Btt C1: Bzt , Csz: Bj2 but Cts# Bts.
Expressing the changes in incomes (dyd) resulting from changes in injections
(dx), one can write the equation (3) as follows:
,d ^,day:Lay +ax

dyu : (I-"f' dx: Mc dx
In equation (11) Mc represents a
advantage is that it allows any
elasticities to be reflectedin Mc.
As stated in the introductory part of this article, due to the lack of data, only
the accounting price multiplier has been used for analytical purposes.

3. The Data Base
The 1996 SAM which has been constructed jointly by Economic Research
Center, Faculty of Economics, Allameh Tabatabaie University, Statistical
Center of Iran and Bank Markazi of lran, has been used. This matrix
contains 94 rows and columns.
For empirical purposes, the following adjustments have been made.

A. The size of 94"94 matrix, has been reduced into 36"36 in the following
ways:
- The 22 groups of commodities and services aggregated into 3 groups:
agriculture, industry and services.
- The 21 sectors culled out into three major sectors: agriculture, industry and
services.
- In the generation ofincome accounts, g groups offactors ofproduction has

been regrouped into 6 groups of factors: employment compensation of the
urban private sector, employment compensation of the urban public sector,
employment compensation of the rural private sector, employment
compensation of the rural public sector, mixed income and the other
operation surplus.
- In the allocation of income account, distribrrtion of income account, and
capital account, four domestic instituticns have been included: urban
households, rural households, companies and government. In the fixed
capital formation account, three major sectors, that is agriculture, industry
and services, have been covered. In flow of fund accounts: currency,

8.2 yd and
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deposits and clthers, and a
considered.
B.The next step r,vas to

separate accollnt for the rest of u,orld iiccount is

estimate a fir-ral table either irr contmodity '
cornmodity or industrl, " industr)- under comlnodity techrrolo.el,or indr_rstry

technologv. with the help oFIo-sAM soft.,vare, u,e could estirnate two final
tables: cornmodity * contrlodity under industry technologv and inclustry ,
industry Llnder comn:odity technoiogl,. For ernpirical presentation,
cornnlodily * commoditv under indLrstrl, technologv has been selectecl ancl

tlre 1996 SANI containtng2T"2T has been balancecl.

C. After balancing reduced sANll, in order to estimate the multiplier matrix
Mb and its components, ('1,{b1-11, &Ib;-11 l4b1 and fi,Ibj -11 fu{h,l,lh1, for
socio-econornic analysis. lve organized all the 1996 SAM account in tenns
of endogenous accounts and exogenous accolu.rts. Table r sholvs the 1996
SAM r'vhere all the accollnts have been set out in terms olenclogenous ancl
exogenous accoulrts. Out of 27 rorvs and colunrns, l3 are endogenous
accounts. 

-fhese 
aceoLtnts are as fbllows:

1. production account (agriculture, industrv ancl services). 2- factors of
production accounts (employment compensation ol urban private
sector: employment contpensatior-i of urhan pr,rblic sector: employntent
compensation of rural private sector; emplo-vment compensation of
rural public sector; mixed income and otirer operational surplus), 3-
ci:rrent domestic instituticinai accounts (urban households, rurai
households, and companies).
The other accounts (capitai- government, taxes, sLrbsidies and the rest of the
rvorld) have been consolidated. The consolidated account. is known as
exogcnous accc,turrs't'.

4. The Empirical lLesults and their Analysis
On the basis of eqr-ration (9), tne aggregated 1996 SAM (T'ahrle 6). nrLrltiplier
nratrix Mb and its decoir-rposed components: (jVLbt- I), (lt{br - 1.1 llblattd
(Mb: - I) Mb2 l,[b1for the Iranian econolry have beeu estimatecl, ancl the
results are shorvn in'fablcs 6,7.8,9 and l0 respectively.
l'he analvses of data are organized in tliree distinct sections as belou,:
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J-1. Production Multiplier Matrix
Table 3 shows the results of production multipiier fbr three major sectors of
the economy: agriculture. industry and services. The data ref-lect the clirect
end indirect eff-ects of one unit r.vorth (one billion rials) of injectrons of eaclr
sector on the prodLrctiou of that sector. The coiurnn sum o1' each sector
shorvs total production which is supposed to be prodLrced by each sector in
lrrder to meet the direct and indirect requirerrrents of one extra unit r'vorth of
in jection.

The results depict that agricLrltural sector u,ith 3.442 billiorr rials.

Source: Table 7

Contributes more to the total economy as compared to service sector (3.028
billion rials) and industrial sector (2.911billion rials). OLrt of the total 3.442
nillion rials by the agricultural sector 1.547 billiorr riais is to be prodirced
ilirectly and indirectll,'rvithin the agricultLrral sector" In order to r]reet ilirectll
and indirectly the one unit wofih of injection in agricr-ilture, the othel' tir,o
sectors lrave to produce, 1.227 and 0.668 billion rials respectivelv
Similar explanations are applied to industry and service sectors.
fhe above results reveal the overall effects. One oi'the ad.,antages of the
rnatrir nrultiplier in SAM is that each eletitititr o1' rt can be decontposed
sinrilar to rvhat is expressed in eqilation li''

For example, the direcl and intermecliaie leriiil'enrent s'ithin agricultr"iral
sector to satisly one unit r,vorth of ertra irlection in tl-iat sector, is 1.547
biilion rials. This increase in outpui is ilr-re to lour effecls: Initial effects,
iransfer effects, cross ef,fects (open ioop effeets). anci closed Ioop effects.
The overall results are sirorvn in Tabies 7. 8.9 ancl l0 respectivel,v.
Therefore. we can write I .547 = 1+0.12.0.: l:-C ll,{
To satisf-1, the direct and indirect requiren:enrs of the same amciunt of
rnjection in agricultLrre. the industry and serr ice sector should produce

Table -3. Production Multiplier Matrix (Direct and Indirect Effects of one
billion rials rons

1-Asriculture 2- Industrv 3- Services
1- Agriculture 1.541 0"405 0 "371
l- Ind t.221 2.64 I .045
l- Services 0.668 0.448 1.612
Totals 3.442 2.917 3.028



oI one t illion rials of Iniections
1-Agriculture 2-Industry 3-Services

4-Employment comp. urban Prvt
sector

0.082 0.093 0.086

5-Employment comp. Urban Pub.
Sector

0.t21 0.069 0.232

6- Employment comp. rur. Prvt.
Sector

0.106 0.065 0.049

7- Employment comp. Rur. Pub.
Sector

0.03 8 0.039 0.063

Totals (4+5+6+7) 0.347 0.266 0.430
8- Mixed Income 1.000 0.481 0.654
9-Other operation surplus 0.846 0.851 0.930
Totals (8+9) 1.846 1.332 1.583
Sum totals 2.193 1.598 2.014

Multiplier Anslysis in the Framework of ,..

Table -4. Factors of production Multiplier Matrix (Direct and Indirect Effects
f one billion

Source: TableT

directly and indirectly 1.227 and 0.668 billion rials, which are due to the four
effects as follows:
1.227 : 0 + 0 + 0.607 + 0.620
0.668:0 + 0 + 0.318 + 0.350
The remain figures in Table 3 can be decomposed in the similar way.

4-2.Factors of Production Multiplier Matrix
The direct and indirect effects of one extra unit worth of injection of each
sector with emphasis on the structural distribution on the different socio-
economic groups of factor of production have been estimated and shown in
Table 4. These figures represent the direct and indirect income generation of
three main sectors on the 6 groups of the factors of production.
The results show that total income (directly and indirectly) generated by the
three sectors of economy, agricultural sector with total income of 2.193
billion rials stands first. Services and industry with 2.014 and 1.598 billion
rials respectively come after agriculture.
Therefore, it is observed that emphasis on development of agriculture can
directly and indirectly lead to more production and generate more income to
the factors of production.
Of the total income generated by agriculture, the share of Iabour income is
15.8 perient and the remaining 84.2 percent is the share of other non-labour
factor of production. The mixed income with 45.5 percent constitutes the
highest share of the total income generated by agriculture.
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Source: Table 7
The overall results of Table 5 give an indication that the direct and indirect

effects of socio-economic development of all three sectors in lran economy

will lead the institutional income distribution towards urban households. The

The share of capital (operation surplus) is 38.6 percent which takes the

second position. The labour or capital shares out of 45.5 percent of income

has not teen distinguished here and need a separate affempt {16), as the mixed

income belong to those groups of self-employment who do not have

employees. Separating about 46 percent of mixed income and allocating it to

hblui compenation and capital is beyond the scope of this article and

requires a separate attempt. Besides, the results reveal that the highest shares

of mixed income are con;entrated in those sectors which have highest self-

employment, like agriculture and services 
(17).

Similar to the figlures of Table 3, each element of Table 4 can be

decomposed in four comPonents'
For example, direct and indirect effects of a unit worth increase of injection

in agriculiure, brings about an increase of 0.106 billion rials for employment

com-pensation of rural private sector and other operating surplus of 0.846

billion rials. These figure can be decomposed as follow'
0.106 : 0 + 0 + 0.008 + 0.098

0.846 = 0 + 0 + 0.086 + 0.759

4-3. Income Muttiplier Matrix of Different Domestic Institutions
The results in Tabie 5 show the direct and indirect effects of a unit worth

increase of injection of each economic activities on increase of income of
domestic institutions like urban households, rural households and

companies.
Theiesults reveal that the highest income generated directly and indirectly is

in the agricultural sector with2.419 billion rials.

The incomes generated by the services and industrial sectors ate 2'245

billion rials and 1 .813 billion rials respectively.

Table- 5. Institutional Income Multiplier Matrix in Different Sectors

irect and Indirect Effects of one billion rials of Injection!
1-AsricultLrre 2-lndustn' 3- Services

1- Urban Households 0.981 0.691 0.925

2- Rural Households 0.614 0.331 0.427

3- Companies 0.824 0 811 0.893

Totals 1,4 10
L.1 I / 1.331 2.245
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direct and indirect effects of the development of industrial sector as

compared to the development of agricLrltural sector, has less tendency to
rviden the distributional issue of income between urban and rurral areas. Just
the opposite is observed in the case ofservice sector.

5. Summary and Conclusions
The contents of tlris articie, have been organizecl in five sections. ln Section
1, the socio-economic anillysis of SAM rnultiplier. and its llexibility with
respect to the aggregate Keyresian multiplier, extended Keynesian
multiplier, and Miyazawa's multiplier have been briefly revierved. 'fhe

methodology of SANI in terms of endogenous and exogenous accounts rvitlr
empl-rasis on accourrting price and fixed price multipliers ars preser"rted in
Section 2. In Section 3. the nature of data and its adjustments in the SAM
framework have been discussed. In Section 4. the empirical results r.vith

respect to three SAM rnultipliers: prodLrction, factor of prodLrction and
domestic institutional rnultipliers have been presented. The overall results
indicate that:
o The clirect and indirect effects of an extra unit worlh (orre billion riais) of

injection in eaclr sector. rvill lead to more production in agricultural
sector than in the other two sectors (industry and services).

n The same direct ancl indirect effects propagate the highest irrcomes for
factor of production bl' the agricr"rltur"al sectors.

" Of the total income generated by the agricr-rltural sector in tire overall
economy, i5.8 percent is the income sliare of labour and B'tr.2 percent of
tlle total incorne goes to non-labour.

o Out of 6 groups of the factors of production in agricultural sector, share
of mixed income is 45.5 percent of the total income generated by that
sectc'rr r.vhich is considered to be the highest one.

. The results also reveal that the agricultural sector has more tendency to
generate more income to the domestic institutional sectors.

o The direct and indirect effects of the development of agriculture,
industry and service sector bring about more incorne to urban
households than to rural households, and thereby shorving a rvidenirrg
inequality of incomes between urban and rural areas 

('').

r It is observed that distributional gaps betu'een urban and rr-rral household
in developrnent of industrial sector is less than agricLrltural and service
sector. The development of service sector has a tendency to exarcebate
the socio-economic policy of distributionai issues as corrpared to the
development of agricLrlture and industrial sectors in Iran.
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